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A Unified Software Pipeline Construction Scheme for Modulo Scheduled Loops Benoˆıt Dupont de Dinechin? [email protected] ACAPS Laboratory, School of Computer Science, McGill University



Abstract. We present a software pipeline construction scheme for DOloops, while-loops, and loops with multiple exits, which unifies, simplifies, and generalizes, the separate techniques previously required to build a complete software pipeline from a local schedule computed by modulo scheduling. In the setting of this software pipeline construction scheme, we demonstrate a simple way of implementing a general form of modulo expansion. Then we introduce inductive relaxation, a technique that replaces generalized modulo expansion when the variable to expand is a simple induction. These techniques do not require any architectural support from the target processor, and have been extensively tested as part of the software pipeliner that comes with the 3.0 compiler releases for the Cray T3ETM massively parallel computer.



Introduction Over the years, the modulo scheduling technique has become the method of choice for implementing software pipelining in production compilers, starting with the FPS-164 [13] and the Cydra-5 Fortran compilers [3], and now including the SGI MIPSpro compiler [11]. Building the schedule of the loop body, or local schedule, subjected to modulo resource constraints and to loop-carried dependences, is a widely studied problem which has received a number of effective solutions [1]. However, as pointed out by the developers of the SGI MIPSpro software pipeliner, “modulo renaming, generation of pipeline fill and drain code, and other related bookkeeping tasks may seem theoretically uninteresting, [yet] it accounts for a large part of the job of implementing a working pipeliner” [11]. To be specific, a software pipeline “code generation scheme” [9], here referred to as a software pipeline construction scheme 1 , traditionally involves the following steps: Once the local schedule is available, and “if rotating registers are absent, the kernel (i.e. the new loop body after modulo scheduling has been performed) is unrolled to enable modulo variable expansion [7]” [9]. Then “the appropriate prologue and epilogue code sequences are generated depending on whether this is a DO-loop, a while-loop, or a loop with early exits” [9]. Last, ? 1
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register allocation is performed on the kernel, the prolog and the epilogs [9]. Implementation of the DO-loop construction scheme alone accounts for 18% (over 6,000 lines) of the software pipeliner code in the MIPSpro compiler [11]. Although the descriptions given above precisely summarize the process of software pipeline construction, and even though more details are available in the literature [8, 6, 12, 10], we found that the most advanced techniques published so far were too complicated and not general enough for implementation in the software pipeliner we were developing for the DEC Alpha processors (now available as part of the Cray T3ETM 3.0 production compilers). To be more specific, the software pipeline construction scheme of [10] requires one to know if the loop being pipelined is a DO-loop or a while-loop, in order to remove unwanted code from the epilogs. In addition, loops with multiple exits must be IF-converted into single basic block loops in order to make that scheme applicable. As we were developing this software pipeliner for the DEC Alpha processors [4, 5], we came to realize that software pipelines for DO-loop, while-loop, and loops with multiple exits, are easily constructed under a single unified construction scheme, which entails no performance degradations, nor speculative execution, in the case of DO-loops with no early exits. This new construction scheme naturally handles loops with multiple exits without requiring IF-conversion. In addition, it provides an excellent framework for implementing other tasks related to software pipeline construction, such as modulo variable expansion, and the new inductive relaxation technique we introduce here. Inductive relaxation is a replacement for generalized modulo expansion, which applies to simple induction variables used as the base register in base + displacement operands. The present paper contains four sections. In section 1, we review the existing software pipeline construction schemes, assuming target processors with no architectural support for modulo scheduling (rotating registers). In section 2, we describe the principles of our unified software pipeline construction scheme, and sketch its implementation using pseudo-code. In section 3, we demonstrate how a general form of modulo expansion is easily implemented in the setting of our software pipeline construction scheme. In section 4, we introduce the inductive relaxation technique, and report its effects on integer register pressure.
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Existing Software Pipeline Construction Schemes



Arguably, the simplest software pipeline construction scheme applies to DO-loops whose conditional branch is scheduled last in the local schedule. This construction scheme, which is illustrated in figure 1a, is the one exposed in early modulo scheduling papers [8, 6] under the assumption that no speculative execution takes place. In such cases, the software pipeline may only be entered after the loop trip count is decremented by the amount of overlap2 between iterations achieved by the modulo schedule (overlap is 5 in figure 1a), if the decremented trip count is non-negative. Loops with a trip count lower than the amount of overlap must 2



Number of software pipeline stages spanned by the local schedule.
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Fig. 1. Simple, and general, DO-loop pipeline construction schemes. be executed outside the software pipeline, typically by a non-pipelined version of the loop. Decrementing the loop trip count prior to entry into the software pipeline has been called pre-conditioning by Rau et al. in [10]. As demonstrated by these authors, pre-conditioning of loops is to be avoided because it entails performance degradations that get worse as the degree of instruction level parallelism (ILP) increases in the target processor [10]. And pre-conditioning does not apply to while-loops, or loops with early exits. A solution to avoid pre-conditioning of software pipelined loops is to implement the general DO-loop software pipeline construction scheme proposed by Rau et al. [10], which is illustrated in figure 1b (assuming that no modulo expansion is required). The idea behind this construction scheme is to let the exit branch be scheduled early in the local schedule, ideally at the end of the first stage of the software pipeline. In the case of DO-loops, scheduling the exit branch early is always possible, except perhaps for very low values of the initiation interval, because the exit condition is a simple comparison of an additive induction variable to a loop constant. As a result, the software pipeline is exited early enough so that the instructions from the next iteration are not executed when they should not be, that is, no speculative execution of instructions takes place. In the case of while-loops, the exit condition depends on computations performed within the loop body, so it is usually not possible to schedule the exit branch in the first stage of the software pipeline without reducing the amount of overlap between iterations. To keep the amount of overlap achieved by a whileloop software pipeline to an interesting level, speculative code motion must be enabled while scheduling the loop body [12], meaning that the resulting software pipeline may execute speculatively instructions from the next iterations before the exit condition of the current iteration is resolved. Speculative code motion is enabled by removing control dependences from the scheduling graph prior to scheduling; it only applies to some of the instructions of the loop body, depending on the architectural support available in the target processor [10]. In figure 2, we display the software pipelines of two while-loops whose exit condition is resolved at the end of stage C in their local schedule, without modulo expansion in figure 2a, and with modulo expansion in figure 2b. Basically, the epilogs differ from the case of the corresponding DO-loop in figure 1b by the fact
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Fig. 2. while-loop construction schemes without and with modulo expansion. that the iterations initiated before the exit branch is resolved are not completed in the epilogs. When modulo expansion is required, the final kernel is produced by pasting together several copies of the original kernel yielded by scheduling, and by adjusting the register names. Likewise, several copies of the epilogs that differ only by the register names used are required. We refer to [6, 10] for the principles of software pipeline construction with modulo expansion. Although the scheme proposed by Rau et al. [10] offers a solution to the software pipeline construction problem, translating these principles into a working implementation entails a significant design and development effort, especially for processors where no specific architectural support for modulo scheduling is available (rotating register). In particular, the scheme of Rau et al. [10] still assumes knowledge that the loop being pipelined is a DO-loop or a while-loop, in order to remove unwanted code from the epilogs. In addition, this software pipeline construction scheme is not general, as it requires that loops with multiple exits are IF-converted into single basic block loops. By contrast, the software pipeline construction scheme described below is very simple to implement, yet it automatically constructs the highest performance software pipeline possible given a local schedule produced by modulo scheduling, and k the degree of kernel unrolling required by modulo expansion3 . Our construction scheme is also insensitive to the number of exits in the loop body. And we do not introduce any particular scheduling rules for the exit branches, whereas traditional software pipeline construction schemes require that the (single) exit branch is scheduled exactly at the end of a stage [10]. The only requirement, in the cases of loops with multiple exits, is that the relative order of these branches is maintained in the local schedule.
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A Unified Software Pipeline Construction Scheme



We define a Schedule structure as a list of ScdTask (scheduling task) structures. The purpose of a ScdTask is to collect the scheduling information related to a 3



Let us recall m the value of k is available from the local schedule by using the formulæ l that def k = maxi ( lλi ), with λ the II, and li the register lifetimes [7, 10] defined in the loop.



particular Symbolic machine instruction. The fields of a ScdTask are: symbolic, a reference to the Symbolic structure representing the instruction itself; issuedate, the scheduling date of the instruction in the schedule; iteration, an integer used to record the iteration number of the ScdTask during software pipeline construction; and epilog, a reference to the Schedule (list of ScdTasks) that will receive the epilog code in case the symbolic instruction is an exit branch. The Symbolic instruction structure itself has an ordering integer field, which records the position of the instruction in the loop body prior to modulo scheduling. We then define a total order ≺ on the ScdTasks, which is used to linearize the instructions after modulo scheduling, and later during software pipeline construction. Given two ScdTasks σi and σj , σi 6= σj , then: ¯ ¯ σi .issuedate < σj .issuedate ¯ ¯ σ .issuedate = σj .issuedate ∧ σi .iteration < σj .iteration σi ≺ σj ⇐⇒ ¯¯ i ¯ σi .issuedate = σj .issuedate ∧ σi .iteration = σj .iteration ∧ ¯ σi .symbolic.ordering < σj .symbolic.ordering Intuitively, if two ScdTasks have different issuedates, their order after scheduling is obvious. If the issuedates are equal, the ScdTask to come first is the one with the lowest iteration number. If the issuedates and the iteration numbers are equal, the ScdTask to come first is the earliest in the original loop body. The correctness of this order for preserving dependences follows from [4, Theorem 1]. In particular, the delays associated with dependences must be non-negative ( ≥ 0). To construct the complete software pipeline, we first need a Schedule object localscd in order to represent the local schedule. In this list, the issuedates are set to the values computed by modulo scheduling, while the iteration fields are initialized to zero. Let masterscd be a Schedule structure which contains the master schedule, that is, the code corresponding to the prolog and the k copies of the kernel, where k is the degree of unrolling required by modulo expansion. Let us define an instance of a ScdTask, as a copy of this ScdTask whose iteration number differs by some integer l ≥ 0, and whose issuedate is lλ cycles higher. Starting from the local schedule localscd with its ScdTasks ≺-sorted, we build the complete software pipeline in three simple steps: 1. Build the ScdTask, called lasttask, which will be the last task in the master schedule. This last ScdTask is first defined as the ≺-lowest instance of an exit branch which is ≺-greater than the last ScdTask in the local schedule. Then in case kernel unrolling is required (that is, unrolling degree k > 1), increment lasttask.iteration by (k − 1), and lasttask.issuedate by (k − 1)λ.



ScdTask endtask ← bot(localscd) ScdTask lasttask ← null foreach scdtask ∈ localscd if isExitBranch(scdtask.symbolic) ScdTask temptask ← scdtask do while temptask ¹ endtask temptask.issuedate ← temptask.issuedate + λ temptask.iteration ← temptask.iteration + 1 end do lasttask ← temptask if lasttask = null lasttask ← temptask if temptask ≺ lasttask end if end foreach lasttask.issuedate ← lasttask.issuedate + (k − 1)λ lasttask.iteration ← lasttask.iteration + (k − 1)



Copy the last ScdTask of localscd into endtask. Scan the ScdTasks of localscd. In case of an exit branch (early or last ), make a copy of the branch ScdTask into temptask. Find the ≺-lowest instance of temptask which is ≺-greater than endtask.



If lasttask has not been assigned, or if temptask is ≺-lower than lasttask, then copy temptask into lasttask. Adjust lasttask.issuedate and lasttask.iteration, in order to account for kernel unrolling.



2. Put on the master schedule all the instances of the local schedule ScdTasks which ≺-compare lower than or equal to lasttask, then ≺-sort it. foreach scdtask ∈ localscd ScdTask temptask ← scdtask do while temptask ¹ lasttask put(masterscd, temptask) temptask.issuedate ← temptask.issuedate + λ temptask.iteration ← temptask.iteration + 1 end do end foreach sort(masterscd)



Scan the ScdTasks of localscd. Copy the current ScdTask into temptask. While temptask ¹ lasttask, put temptask on the master schedule. Generate the next temptask instance.



≺-sort the master schedule.



3. Fill the epilog Schedules of the exit branches in the master schedule. foreach exittask ∈ ExitBranches(masterscd) foreach scdtask ∈ localscd ScdTask temptask ← scdtask do while temptask.iteration < exittask.iteration ∨ temptask.iteration = exittask.iteration ∧ temptask.symbolic.ordering < exittask.symbolic.ordering if exittask ≺ temptask put(exittask.epilog, temptask) end if temptask.issuedate ← temptask.issuedate + λ temptask.iteration ← temptask.iteration + 1 end do end foreach sort(exittask.epilog) end foreach



Scan the exit branches of masterscd. Scan the ScdTasks of localscd. Copy the current ScdTask into temptask. An epilog ScdTask must be logically executable: iteration count lower than exittask.iteration, or same iteration count and ordering lower than. An epilog ScdTask must not be executed: exittask ≺-lower than temptask. Generate the next temptask instance.



≺-sort the epilog Schedule.



This software pipeline construction scheme does not need to distinguish between DO-loops and while-loops from the way it works: instructions with iteration numbers greater than the iteration number of an exit branch, and instructions with the same iteration and a higher ordering than an exit branch, are not put on the epilog of that branch. For while-loops, this property ensures that the iterations started speculatively will not be (incorrectly) finished in the epilogs. In figure 3, we display the source code of Livermore loop 11, the translation of the loop body into Alpha instructions, the local schedule as built by the Insertion Scheduling technique [4], and the register lifetimes. In this figure, the symbolic instructions appear as opcode ordering, and the ScdTasks as issuedate opcode ordering.iteration; for instance, 1 addq 4.0 means a



DO 390 KK=1,100 CALL INIT DO 380 K=2,1000 X(K) = X(K-1) + Y(K) 380 CONTINUE 390 CONTINUE $LL00003: ldt_1 addtd_2 stt_3 addq_4 addq_5 subq_6 ble_7 br_8



f6 F1 F1 I4 I5 I6 I6 zero



I5+8 f6 F1 I4+8 +8 I4 +8 I5 +1 I6 $LL00004 $LL00003



local schedule: lambda=4 length=7 0 ldt_1.0 f6 I5+8 0 subq_6.0 I6 +1 I6 1 addq_4.0 I4 +8 I4 1 addq_5.0 I5 +8 I5 2 addtd_2.0 F1 f6 F1 3 ble_7.0 I6 $LL00004 6 stt_3.0 F1 I4+8 register lifetimes: effects I6: D0:subq_6 effects I5: D1:addq_5 effects I4: D1:addq_4 effects f6: D0:ldt_1 effects F1: D2:addtd_2



U3:ble_7 U4:ldt_1 U2:stt_3 U2:addtd_2 U6:addtd_2



U4:subq_6 U5:addq_5 U5:addq_4 U6:stt_3



Fig. 3. The source code, the loop body, the local schedule, and its lifetimes. addq instruction with ordering 4 and iteration number 0, at issuedate 1. The local schedule is built for the DEC Alpha 21164, whose latencies are 1 cycle for integer operations (except multiplies), 2 cycles for LOADs (assuming hit in D-cache), and 4 cycles for floating-point operations (except divides). In the Alpha AXP instruction set architecture [2], arithmetic instructions read the two first operands, and write into the third, while memory instructions use the second operand in a base + displacement mode as an effective address for loading or storing the first operand. The meanings of the instructions are as follows: ldt and stt are double precision (64 bits) load and store; addtd is a double precision addition; addq and subq are long integer (64 bits) addition and subtraction; ble is a conditional branch which is taken if the first operand is lower than or equal to zero; br is an unconditional branch. The master schedule and its epilogs for Livermore loop 11 are displayed in figure 4, left, after the three steps of our software pipeline construction scheme have been applied to the local schedule. The instructions indented right and listed below a ble 7 correspond to the epilog Schedules associated with that branch. The final software pipeline, displayed in figure 4, right, results from the subsequent application of generalized modulo expansion (§3), inductive relaxation (§4), and minor control flow adjustments. (Branch optimization is not performed yet.)
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Implementation of Modulo Expansion



Modulo expansion [6, 7] is the adaptation of the scalar expansion technique to temporary registers defined by software pipelined loops. To be more precise, assuming a loop body where the register variables are statically single-assigned, the modulo expansion technique starts by removing register loop-carried anti dependences from the scheduling graph. Then modulo scheduling proceeds with the simplified scheduling graph, to yield the local schedule and the modulo expansion degree k. To complete modulo expansion, each name of a register defined by the loop with a lifetime li > λ must be expanded cyclically to mi distinct names in the master schedule § ¨ and the epilogs, where mi is the smallest integer greater than or equal to lλi which divides k.



construct pipeline: 0 ldt_1.0 0 subq_6.0 1 addq_4.0 1 addq_5.0 2 addtd_2.0 3 ble_7.0 6 stt_3.0 4 ldt_1.1 4 subq_6.1 5 addq_4.1 5 addq_5.1 6 stt_3.0 6 addtd_2.1 7 ble_7.1 10 stt_3.1



f6 I6 I4 I5 F1 I6 f6 I6 I4 I5 F1 F1 I6



relaxed: addq_5[2] -> ldt_1[1] relaxed: addq_4[2] -> stt_3[1] renamed: f6[0] => F40



I5+8 +1 I6 +8 I4 +8 I5 f6 F1 $LL00004 F1 I4+8 I5+8 +1 I6 +8 I4 +8 I5 I4+8 f6 F1 $LL00004 F1 I4+8



$LL00007: 0 ldt_1 0 subq_6 1 addq_4 1 addq_5 2 addtd_2 3 ble_7 br $LL00008: 0 stt_3 br $LL00009: 0 ldt_1 0 subq_6 1 addq_4 1 addq_5 2 stt_3 2 addtd_2 3 bgt_7 br $LL00010: 0 stt_3 br



F40 I6 I4 I5 F1 I6 zero



I5+8 +1 I6 +8 I4 +8 I5 F40 F1 $LL00008 $LL00009



F1 zero



I4+8-8 $LL00004



F40 I6 I4 I5 F1 F1 I6 zero



I5+8 +1 I6 +8 I4 +8 I5 I4+8-16 F40 F1 $LL00009 $LL00010



F1 zero



I4+8-8 $LL00004



Fig. 4. The master schedule and its epilogs, and the complete software pipeline. The description above refers to the limited form of modulo expansion, as introduced by Lam. In practice, a generalized form of modulo expansion, where all register dependences which are not flow dependences are removed from the scheduling graph before modulo scheduling, yields better results. For loops where register are statically single-assigned, the generalized form of modulo expansion removes loop-carried anti and output dependences. In case registers are defined several times in the loop body (as in our host back-end), generalized modulo expansion also removes loop-independent anti and output register dependences. To implement generalized modulo expansion in the setting of our software pipeline construction scheme, we need to access the operands field of the Symbolic instruction structure; this field is a simple list of Operand structures. The relevant fields of an Operand are: basereg, a BaseReg structure corresponding to a register; offset, an integer used to maintain the offset in a base + displacement addressing mode. We also need to introduce two new structures: – Effect, whose purpose is to gather the information related to a particular effect (definition or use) of an operand’s instruction on a register; The fields of Effect are: symbolic, a reference to the Symbolic machine instruction; operank, an operand rank into the symbolic.operands list; beta, a non-negative integer which records the collision distance (denoted Ω in [8]) from the defining effect in case the current effect is a use. – Lifetime, which maintains lifetime information for the register recorded in its basereg field. The other fields of Lifetime are: defeffect, the definition Effect of the register; useeffects, the list of the use Effects associated with defeffect; renameregs, a stack of BaseRegs which contains the mi rename registers required by modulo expansion. This stack also contains a single rename



register in case the register needs renaming without modulo expansion, such as a register previously local to a basic block of the initial loop, whose lifetime in the software pipeline may now span a branch. Modulo expansion or renaming for a given register is implemented as follows: 1. call fixRename(masterscd, lifetime, lifetime.defeffect, lifetime.basereg, null), where lifetime.basereg is the original register; 2. call fixRename(masterscd, lifetime, useeffect, null, null) for each useeffect of the lifetime.useeffects list; 3. if the register is used before being defined in the loop, insert at the end of the original loop entry block a move instruction from lifetime.basereg to the BaseReg returned by renamereg(lifetime, mi − 1), where mi is the length of lifetime.renameregs. The function renamereg(Lifetime ↑lifetime, int index) returns the BaseReg at index index mod mi in the stack lifetime.renameregs, assuming that zero-indexing a stack returns its top value. It returns null if lifetime.renameregs is empty. procedure fixRename(Schedule ↑schedule, Lifetime ↑lifetime, Effect ↑effect, BaseReg oldbasereg, ScdTask ↑exittask) foreach scdtask ∈ schedule if scdtask.symbolic.ordering = effect.symbolic.ordering scdtask.symbolic.operands[effect.operank].basereg ← renamereg(lifetime, scdtask.iteration − effect.beta) end if if isExitBranch(scdtask.symbolic) fixRename(scdtask.epilog, lifetime, effect, oldbasereg, scdtask) end if end foreach if exittask 6= null ∧ oldbasereg 6= null ∧ isLiveOnExit(exittask.symbolic, oldbasereg) put(schedule, makeMove( renamereg(lifetime, exittask.iteration), oldbasereg)) end if end procedure fixRename
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The oldbasereg parameter is non-null only in case the effect parameter is a definition. Scan the ScdTasks of schedule. Rename the instruction operand’s register.



Recursively process the epilogs.



If in a epilog, if processing the definition, and if the original register is live on exit, then move the rename register corresponding to the exittask.iteration back to oldbasereg.



The Inductive Relaxation Technique



We define a simple induction as a register variable ri , which is updated with only one addition or one subtraction in the loop body, and whose induction step δi fits in an immediate constant. Simple inductions are singled out while constructing the register Lifetime structures. While doing this, uses of the simple induction value as a base register in base+displacement operands are also easily identified. Let us now assume that modulo expansion maintains several successive values of a variable alive at the time one of them is needed in a base + displacement operand. If the variable is a simple induction, the successive values only differ by some multiple of δi . We call inductive relaxation the technique which consists in adjusting the displacement of such operands by a multiple of δi , in order to use the most recently computed value of the simple induction variable.



We initially designed inductive relaxation for superseding (traditional) modulo expansion. Indeed, when it is known that a particular operand can benefit from inductive relaxation, all dependences between the induction variable definition, and its use in the operand, can be removed from the scheduling graph prior to modulo scheduling. This makes the scheduling problem less constrained, and of smaller size, compared to traditional modulo expansion. However, after we generalized modulo expansion, we no longer found significant differences in the quality of the schedules when comparing the two techniques. Although generalized modulo expansion keeps flow dependences in the scheduling problem, these cannot close a recurrence cycle in the case of a simple induction. To support inductive relaxation in our implementation, we only need to augment the Effect structure with a boolean field relaxed. This field is set after the Lifetime structure of a simple induction is constructed, by traversing the lifetime.useeffects list, looking for uses of the simple induction in base+displacement operands. For a particular useeffect in the list, the related operand is available as useeffect.symbolic.operands[useeffect.operank]. We assume an upper bound o on the maximum amount of overlap achieved by the software pipeline, and set the useeffect.relaxed field for operands which are such that displacements with values displacement ± oδi still fit in the operand. The useeffects with the relaxed field set are then ignored when the scheduling graph is built. The last step of the inductive relaxation technique is applied after modulo scheduling, software pipeline construction, and generalized modulo expansion. Indeed inductive relaxation and generalized modulo expansion on a particular simple induction are not exclusive, and our implementation takes care of their possible interaction. The code for this last step is quite simple: foreach lifetime ∈ hasRelaxedEffects BaseReg defbasereg ← renamereg(lifetime, -1) defbasereg ← lifetime.basereg if defbasereg = null foreach useeffect ∈ lifetime.useeffects if useeffect.relaxed fixRelaxed(masterscd, lifetime.defeffect, useeffect, defbasereg, lifetime.δ, -1, -1) end if end foreach end foreach



Scan the lifetimes with relaxed Effects. Get the rename register, assuming iteration = −1. If no rename register, take the original register. Scan the use Effects whose relaxed field is set Relax the instruction operand’s register.



Like fixRename, the procedure fixRelaxed is implemented as a simple recursive search of the constructed software pipeline:



procedure fixRelaxed(Schedule ↑schedule, Effect ↑defeffect, Effect ↑useeffect, BaseReg defbasereg, int δ, int defiteration, int useiteration) foreach scdtask ∈ schedule Scan the ScdTasks of schedule. if scdtask.symbolic.ordering = defeffect.symbolic.ordering If the definition of the simple induction, defiteration ← scdtask.iteration record its iteration number, defbasereg ← scdtask.symbolic.operands[defeffect.operank] and update defbasereg accordingly. end if if scdtask.symbolic.ordering = useeffect.symbolic.ordering If a (relaxed) use of the simple induction, useiteration ← scdtask.iteration record its iteration number, scdtask.symbolic.operands[useeffect.operank] ← defbasereg set the base register to defbasereg, scdtask.symbolic.operands[useeffect.operank].offset +← and update the operand offset. (useiteration − defiteration − useeffect.beta)δ end if if isExitBranch(scdtask.symbolic) Recursively process the epilogs. fixRelaxed(scdtask.epilog, defeffect, useeffect, defbasereg, δ, defiteration, useiteration) end if end foreach end procedure fixRelaxed



From the logic of this pseudo-code, it appears that inductive relaxation always uses the most recent definition of the simple induction when it adjusts the base + displacement operands. Such adjusted uses are never more than λ cycles away from the definition, implying that inductive relaxation does not stretch the simple induction variable lifetime beyond λ cycles. The net result is often a decrease in integer register pressure, when compared to generalized modulo expansion alone. This decrease can be seen in figure 5, where the integer register pressure generated for each software pipelinable loop of the Livermore kernels benchmark is plotted. The x-axis refers to the line numbers in the kernel.f file. integer register pressure 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 219 240. .254 271. .267 286 301 315 338 358 372 404 417 429 459 468 477 518 659. 667 679 695. 701. 779 808 Without inductive relaxation



With inductive relaxation



Fig. 5. Effects of inductive relaxation on integer register pressure.



Conclusions Thanks to the universal software pipeline construction scheme presented in this paper, recovering the complete software pipeline code from the local schedule, whatever the type of the loop, can be achieved in less than 10% of the number of lines it used to take in a state-of-the-art industrial software pipeliner [11] to implement the traditional DO-loop software pipeline construction scheme alone. Indeed in our software pipeliner4 , the whole software pipeline construction process, 4



This software pipeliner is available on the Cray T3ETM 3.0 compilers. It is invoked by the -O pipeline1 option of the f90 Fortran 90 compiler, and the -h pipeline1 option of the CC C++ compiler.



including generalized modulo expansion, and the inductive relaxation technique introduced here, are implemented with less than 500 lines of C code. Besides being very simple to implement, this software pipeline construction scheme is more general than the ones previously proposed, as it does not require that loops with multiple exits are IF-converted into single-exit while-loops.
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